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(57) ABSTRACT 

The preferred embodiments of the present invention include a 
device for measuring an ionizing event in a radiation sensor. 
The device can include a charge amplifier and a timing shaper. 
The charge amplifier receives a cathode signal and is config 
ured to output an amplified cathode signal. The timing shaper 
is operatively connected to the charge amplifier to receive the 
amplified cathode signal. The timing shaper is configured to 
generate a first pulse in response to a beginning of the ionizing 
event and a second pulse in response to an end of the ionizing 
event. The first and second pulses are associated with a depth 
of interaction of the ionizing event and are generated in 
response to a slope of the amplified cathode signal changing. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE 
MEASUREMENT OF SIGNALS FROM 

RADATION SENSORS 

This invention was made with Government support under 
contract number DE-AC02-98CH10886, awarded by the 
U.S. Department of Energy. The Government has certain 
rights in the invention 

BACKGROUND 

High-Z semiconductor radiation sensors typically include 
a cathode electrode and at least one anode electrode. The 
cathode and anode are typically disposed on opposite ends of 
a detector medium. The detector medium is conventionally 
composed of cadmium zinc telluride (CdZnTe or CZT), mer 
curic iodide (HgI), or the like. An electrical potential is 
applied to the cathode and the anode to create an electrical 
field between the cathode and anode. 

Cadmium-Zinc-Telluride (CZT) sensors have emerged as 
leading candidates in room-temperature, large-volume, 
gamma-ray spectrometry for security, medical, industrial, 
and space applications. More recently another wide-bandgap 
material, mercuric iodide (HgI2), has been Suggested as a 
potential candidate. The spectral resolution of these materials 
is strongly limited by several deficiencies (e.g., the poor 
mobility of holes, electron trapping, and extensive non-uni 
formities). Accordingly, various Solutions have been pro 
posed that link Suitable electrode configurations with bi-para 
metric signal correction. 

3-D Position-Sensitive Detectors (3DPSDs) are a form of 
high-Z semiconductor detectors that combine pixilation of an 
anode electrode with a measurement of amplitude and timing. 
This information is used to reconstruct a position at which the 
ionizing interaction occurred, and to correct the measurement 
on a voxel-by-voxel basis (voxel refers to volumetric pixel), 
thus compensating for the deficiencies. With this approach, 
energy resolutions better than 1% FWHM at 662 keV in CZT 
have been achieved, limited by the resolution of readout elec 
tronics. Additionally, employing the 3D correction method 
allows the use of lower-grade and larger size detectors in 
more applications. 

In these sensors, ionizing radiation impinges upon the 
detector medium, which results in the generation of charge 
(electron-hole pairs) in an amount proportional to the energy 
of the ionization radiation. As a result of the electrical field 
generated between the cathode and the anode, the electrons 
drift towards the anode and the holes drift towards the cathode 
inducing electrical signals that are converted into Voltages by 
charge amplifiers electrically coupled to the cathode and 
anode. In most cases, in order to improve the resolution of one 
of the two electrodes, the anode electrode is typically divided 
into an array of anodes, referred to herein as anode pixels. 
Each anode pixel in the array is generally connected to a 
dedicated charge amplifier. 
Most high-Z semiconductor sensors, like those including 

cadmium zinc telluride (CdZnTe) or mercuric iodide (HgI), 
have poor charge transport properties. Holes have very low 
mobility, and during the signal processing time they essen 
tially do not contribute to the electrical signal. Electrons 
typically have better mobility and are essentially the only 
contributors to the electrical signal. 
A signal induced in the cathode starts developing at the 

time of the interaction of ionizing radiation in the detector 
medium and ends once the electrons reach one or more of the 
anodes. At the output of the charge amplifier, the cathode 
signal appears like a ramp with slope V/T proportional to 
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2 
the ionized charge and duration T, which is equal to the 
electron travel time (i.e. duration T, and amplitude V of the 
ramp are proportional to the depth of the ionizing event in the 
detector medium). 
One conventional approach for measuring the timing of the 

cathode signal consists of filtering the cathode signal with a 
fast unipolar shaper (in order to improve the signal-to-noise 
performance) and measuring the time t at the crossing of a 
threshold V. One drawback of this approach is the depen 
dence of the timing measurement on the amplitude of the 
cathode signal. A correction of the measurement is required 
based on the measurement of the amplitude of anode and 
cathode signals. Due to the number of measurements 
involved, the resulting timing to is affected by error in an 
amount that depends on the ionized charge and number of 
anodes involved. 

Another conventional approach for measuring the timing 
of the cathode signal consists of continuously sampling the 
cathode signal at the output of the charge amplifier and, once 
the signal exceeds a threshold, extrapolating the timing of the 
signal from the multiple measurements. The sampling can be 
done by using multiple analog memories and providing ana 
log-to-digital conversions at the end of the measurement orby 
using multiple analog-to-digital conversions in real time. 
Some drawbacks of this approach are moderate filtering with 
consequently poor signal-to-noise ratio, continuous Switch 
ing or digital activity required by the multiple sampling 
before and during the waveform, and the requirement of 
multiple analog memories and associated analog-to-digital 
conversions that can limit in the rate capability of the detector. 

Typically, due to the size of the anode pixels (small pixel 
effect), an anode signal induced in collecting anodes essen 
tially only appears when the electrons arrive in proximity of 
the collecting anodes, and the amplitude of the anode signal 
is, in a first order, proportional to the charge and independent 
of the electrons travel time (i.e. independent of the depth of 
interaction of the ionizing event). At the output of the charge 
amplifier, the anode signal appears as a step with amplitude 
V proportional to the ionized charge. 

In addition to the poor charge transport properties, high Z 
semiconductor radiation sensors are affected by charge trap 
ping. Charge trapping refers to electrons that become trapped 
while moving towards the anodes. The resulting anode and 
cathode signals are affected by an amount which depends on 
the traveling time. The charge trapping effects cause consid 
erable degradation of the spectral response of these detectors 
because the amount of charge measured depends on the depth 
of the ionizing event. 
To compensate for the charge trapping effects the ampli 

tude of each anode signal can be corrected by measuring the 
depth of the interaction of the associated ionizing event. The 
depth of interaction is typically measured using one of two 
techniques. In the first method, the cathode to anode ampli 
tude ratio is measured and in the second method the cathode 
to-anode time delay is measured. 
The first method typically consists of measuring the ampli 

tudes V, and V of the cathode and anode signals, respec 
tively, and calculating the depth of interaction from the ratio 
V/V. In some cases, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio 
one or both of the signals are filtered with unipolar shapers. 
This approach is generally effective as long as the charge 
reaching the anodes is collected by a single anode. However, 
if the charge is collected by more than one anode (due to 
charge sharing or multiple-interacting events), the charge 
from each anode must be measured, and the Sum from all 
involved anodes must be used in the ratio. For some anodes, 
the charge can be very small and the measurement can be 
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strongly affected by noise. As a result, the spectral perfor 
mance for ionizing interactions that result in charge sharing or 
multiple interacting events can be considerably degraded. 
The second method generally consists of measuring the 

delay T, from the timing to of the cathode signal (i.e. the 
timing of the event) to the timing t of the anode signal (i.e. 
the time of arrival of the electrons to the anode). The anode 
timing t is measured from the anode signal at the output of 
the charge amplifier. In some cases, to improve the signal-to 
noise ratio, the anode signal is filtered with a fast unipolar 
shaper. The measurement of the cathode timing is typically 
more difficult than that of the anode timing because the ramp 
signal at the output of the charge amplifier for the cathode is 
very slow and initially very small in amplitude. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The preferred embodiments of the present invention 
include a readout unit for use in a radiation sensor. The radia 
tion sensor can include a detector medium, a cathode, at least 
one anode, and the readout unit. The cathode is disposed at a 
first end of the detector medium. The at least one anode is 
disposed at an opposing end of the detector medium. The 
readout unit is operatively connected to the cathode and the at 
least one anode. The readout unit is configured to receive a 
cathode signal from the cathode in response to an ionizing 
event and to generate a bipolar shaped cathode signal based 
on the cathode signal. The bipolar shaped signal can have a 
first pulse corresponding to a first change in slope of the 
cathode signal and a second pulse corresponding to a second 
change in slope of the cathode signal. The readout unit is 
configured to determine an amount of time between a peak of 
the first pulse and a peak of the second pulse, the amount of 
time represents the depth of interaction. 

The readout unit can include a charge amplifier for receiv 
ing a cathode signal and a timing shaper. The charge amplifier 
can be configured to output an amplified cathode signal. The 
timing shaper is operatively connected to the charge amplifier 
to receive the amplified cathode signal. The timing shaper 
configured to generate a first pulse in response to a beginning 
of the ionizing event and a second pulse in response to an end 
of the ionizing event. The first and second pulses are associ 
ated with a depth of interaction of the ionizing event and are 
generated in response to a slope of the amplified cathode 
signal changing. 
The readout unit can also include a first timing detector that 

is operatively connected to the timing shaper and that is 
configured to receive the first and second pulses. The first 
timing detector determines an amount of time between the 
first and second pulses. The first timing detector can include 
a first peak detector to determine a first peak amplitude of the 
first pulse and a second peak detector to determine a second 
peak amplitude of the second pulse. The first timing detector 
can also include a discriminator and a time-amplitude con 
verter (TAC). The discriminator can selectively pass at least a 
portion of the first pulse to the first peak detector based on a 
comparison of the first pulse with a threshold value. The TAC 
can determine the amount of time between the first and sec 
ond pulses based on a first trigger signal received from the 
first peak detector and a second trigger signal received from 
the second peak detector. The TAC can determine the amount 
of time between the first and second pulses by subtracting a 
first time at which the first peak amplitude occurs from a 
second time at which the second peak amplitude occurs, 
where a peakamplitude of at least one of the first pulse and the 
second pulse is Substantially proportional to a slope of the 
cathode signal. 
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4 
The readout unit can include a second timing detector that 

is operatively connected to the timing shaper and that is 
configured to receive the cathode signal without modification 
by the timing shaper. The second timing detector can include 
discriminators and a TAC. The discriminators can receive the 
cathode signal and can be associated with different threshold 
values. The discriminators can determine whether to outputat 
least a portion of the cathode signal based on a comparison of 
the cathodesignal and the different threshold levels. The TAC 
can be configured to receive outputs from the discriminators 
and to determine a slope of the cathode signal based on the 
outputs. 
The readout unit can be used to detect a depth of interaction 

of an ionizing event in a radiation sensor by generating a 
bipolar shaped cathode signal based on a cathode signal and 
determining an amount of time between a peak of the first 
pulse and a peak of the second pulse. The bipolar shaped 
signal can have a first pulse corresponding to a first change in 
slope of the cathode signal and a second pulse corresponding 
to a second change in slope of the cathodesignal. The amount 
of time determined between the peaks of the first and second 
pulses represent the depth of interaction. The readout unit can 
be used to detect the depth of interaction of the ionizing event 
in the radiation sensor by identifying the peak of the first pulse 
using a peak detector configured to detect a peak in response 
to the peak detector receiving a discriminated signal. 
The readout unit can be used to detect the depth of inter 

action of the ionizing event by generating an inverted bipolar 
shaped cathode signal to invert the first and second pulses. 
The inverted bipolar shaped cathode signal can be used to 
determine the peak of the second pulse. 
The readout unit can further be used to detect the depth of 

interaction of the ionizing event by sampling the cathode 
signal in response to the cathode signal crossing thresholds, 
identifying times at which the cathode signal crosses the 
thresholds, and determining a slope of the cathodesignal. The 
slope of the cathode signal used to estimate the depth of 
interaction. 

Other objects and features of the present invention will 
become apparent from the following detailed description 
considered in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 
One skilled in the art will recognize that the drawings are not 
drawn to the scale and are illustrative of the features of the 
present invention. It, therefore, is to be understood that the 
drawings are designed as an illustration only and not as a 
definition of the limits of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an exemplary radiation sensor configuration in 
accordance with the preferred embodiments of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a readout unit measures the 
energy and depth of interaction of an ionizing event detected 
by a radiation sensor. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an anode channel of the 
readout unit of FIG. 2. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a cathode channel of the 
readout unit of FIG. 2. 

FIGS. 5-7 are graphs of various outputs of the cathode 
channel of FIG. 4 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a peak detector that can be 
implemented in the readout unit of FIG. 2. 

FIG. 9 is simplified schematic of a voltage amplifier that 
can be implemented in portions of the anode and cathode 
channels of FIG. 3 and FIG. 4. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS 

The preferred embodiments of the present invention 
include readout units for 3D position-sensitive radiation 
detectors having low-noise charge amplification, and filter 
ing, and that can perform measurements of amplitude and 
timing on signals from a cathode, anodes, and/or anode grid. 
The readout units can be configured to read-out signals from 
pixilated CZT sensors, characterized by an array of anodes 
and at least one, cathode. In response to an ionizing event, the 
readout units measure a peak amplitude and relative timing 
from anodes and at least one cathode. The readout units can be 
implemented as application specific integrated circuits 
(ASICs) that can be wire-bonded to a 22x22 mm interposer, 
which can be connected to a sensor and which can be used for 
analog and digital power Supplies and signals. 

FIG. 1 depicts an exemplary position sensitive radiation 
detector 100 (detector 100). The detector 100 can include a 
detector medium 110, cathode 120, at least one anode, and 
preferably an array of anode pixels 130 and an anode grid 140. 
The detector medium 110 is preferably formed from CdZnTe, 
HgI, or the like. When ionizing radiation 150 impinges upon 
the detector medium 110, electron-hole pairs 152 are formed 
in the detector medium 110 creating a charge in the detector 
medium 110. 
The cathode 120 is disposed on a first end 112 of the 

detector medium 110 and the anode pixels 130 are disposed 
on a second end 114 of the detector medium 110. The cathode 
120 and anode pixels 130 are electrodes formed from a con 
ductive material. Such as aluminum, copper, gold, silver, and 
the like, and can have a generally planar plate-like configu 
ration. An electrical potential is applied to the cathode 120 
and the anode pixels 130 to generate an electric field between 
the cathode 120 and the anode pixels 130. The electric field 
generated between the cathode 120 and anode pixels 130 is 
generally Sufficient to cause electrons of electron-hole pairs 
152 to drift towards one or more of the anode pixels 130 
inducing a charge in one or more of the anode pixels 130 and 
to cause holes of electron-hole pairs 152 to drift towards the 
cathode 120 inducing a charge in the cathode 120. The energy 
created (electron-hole pairs) from the ionizing radiation 
induces the charge in the cathode 120 to generate a cathode 
signal and induces the charge in one or more of the anode 
pixels 130 to generate one or more anode signals. 

For embodiments that include the anode grid 140, the 
anode grid 140 can surround the anode pixels 130 in the plane 
of the anode pixels 130 to provide a common non-collecting 
grid. The anode grid 140 can be biased at a potential lower 
than that of anodes pixels 130. For embodiments where the 
anode grid 140 is biased at lower potential relative to that of 
the collecting anodes, electrons of electron-hole pairs 152 are 
guided towards the collecting anode pixels 130. 
The cathode 120 and the anode pixels 130 are electrically 

connected to a readout unit 160. For embodiments inducing 
the anode grid 140, the anode grid 140 can also be electrically 
connected to the readout unit 100. The readout unit 160 reads 
one or more anode signals from one or more of the anode 
pixels 130, the cathodesignal from the cathode 120, and the 
anode grid signal from the anode grid 140. While the present 
embodiment depicts a single readout unit 160, those skilled in 
the art will recognize that the cathode 120 and the anode 
pixels 130 can have separate readout units using some, all, or 
none of the circuitry of the readout unit 160. 
The readout unit 160 can receive the anode, cathode, and 

anode grid signals generated in response to one or more 
ionizing events (i.e. ionizing radiation impinging upon the 
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6 
detector medium) and can process the anode, cathode, and 
anode grid signals to obtain information about the ionizing 
event. Such as an amount of energy of the ionizing radiation 
and/or a depth of interaction of the ionizing event (i.e. a 
location at which the ionizing radiation impinged upon the 
detector medium 110). The anode signals can be processed 
using one or more anode channels. In the preferred embodi 
ment, each anode signal is processed by a separate anode 
channel. Subsequent to processing of the anode signals, the 
anode signals can be combined to obtain an aggregate anode 
signal. The cathode and anode grid signals can be processed 
by cathode channels of the readout unit 100. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the readout 
unit 160. The readout unit 160 can include anode channels 
210, cathode channels 220, test signal generators 230, at least 
one configuration register 240, Digital-to-Analog Converters 
(DACs) 250, multiplexers 260, control logic 270, at least one 
temperature sensor 280, monitor 290, and bias circuitry 295. 
In one embodiment, the readout unit 160 can have two cath 
ode channels 210 corresponding to the cathode 120 and anode 
grid 140, one hundred twenty-two (122) anode channels 220 
corresponding to one hundred twenty-two (122) anode pixels 
130, two (2) test signal generators 230, six (6) DACs 250, and 
three (3) multiplexers 260. The cathode and anode channels 
can provide charge amplification, stabilized filtering, peak 
and timing detection with associated analog memories, and 
multiplexing. The anode channels preferably provide nega 
tive charge amplification (for anode signals) and the cathode 
channels preferably provide positive charge amplification 
(for cathode and anode-grid signals). 
The readout unit 160 is controlled by a plurality of digital 

inputs/outputs (IOS). Some digital IOS (Enable EN, Flag FL, 
Clock CK, Cathode test clock CCKK, Anode test clock 
CCKA) are Low Voltage Differential (LVDS), and a 100 Ohm 
termination for the inputs (EN, CK, CCKK, CCKA) can be 
enabled by setting the SLVDS high. Other digital IOs (SDI, 
RST, E1, RW, CS, SLVDS) can be CMOS 2.5V. 
The anode channels 210 can receive anodesignals from the 

anode pixels 130 and can process the anode signals received 
to obtain energy and timing information associated with an 
ionizing event. In a preferred embodiment, the anode signals 
are processed by separate anode channels, where the anode 
channels are implemented in a Substantially identical manner. 
Subsequent to processing of the anode signals, the anode 
signals can be combined to obtain an aggregate or total anode 
signal, which can be used to measure the total energy of an 
ionizing event. 
The cathode channels 220 can receive the cathode signal 

and the anode grid signal and can process the cathode and grid 
signals to obtain information about an ionizing event. For 
example, at least one of the cathode channels 220 can be used 
to determine an amount of energy of the ionizing radiation 
and/or a depth of interaction of the ionizing radiation. One of 
the cathode channels can be used to process the cathodesignal 
and another channel can be used to process the anode grid 
signal. In a preferred embodiment the cathode channels are 
implemented in a substantially identical manner. 
The test signal generators 230 can output test signals to the 

anode and cathode channels to provide a mechanism for 
testing the operation of the anode and cathode channels 210 
and 220, as well as the readout unit 160. The test signals can 
simulate anode, cathode, and anode grid signals that can be 
received by the anode and cathode channels 210 and 220 and 
can have an expected output associated with them. If the test 
signals do not generate the expected output, the readout unit 
160 can indicate that the readout unit 160 and/or the specific 
channels of the readout unit are not functioning properly. 
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Alternatively, or in addition, the readout unit can output the 
outputs generated in response to the test signals and the user 
can determine whether the readout unit and the channels are 
operating as expected. 
The configuration register 240 can receive information 

from a source internal and/or external to the readout unit 160. 
In some embodiments, the information can be instructions or 
commands that are processed by the configuration register 
240. In response to the information received, the configura 
tion register can operate to change a configuration of the 

8 
readout unit 160. For example, the configuration unit can 
change parameters, such as time constants, associated one or 
more of the anode and cathode channels; can control the 
monitor output; can change a test signal generated by one or 
both of the test generators; and the like. To facilitate configu 
ration, the configuration register can have a number of bits 
corresponding to various components, functions, configura 
tions, and the like, of the readout unit 160. Table 1 provides an 
exemplary number of bits that can be implemented in the 
configuration register 240. 

TABLE 1 

Configuration Registers 

Register Default 
BitPosition Bits Value Description 

1 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch. 1-62 124 O Channel mask (shaper shut-down) enable (active high). 
1 + (Ch-1) x 7 + 18 Ch 63 
1 + (Ch-1) x 7 + 36 Ch 64-124 
2 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch. 1-62 124 O Test capacitor 200fF enable (active high). 
2 + (Ch-1) x 7 + 18 Ch 63 
2 + (Ch-1) x 7+ 36 Ch 64-124 
3 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch. 1-62 124 O Enables channel output monitor if the channel is addressed 
3 + (Ch-1) x 7 + 18 Ch 63 using bits CO:C6. (active high). 
3 + (Ch-1) x 7+ 36 Ch 64-124 
4:7+ (Ch-1) x 7 Ch. 1-62 496 0:0 Channel Energy Threshold trim DAC, 3.5 mV step, 4-bit per 
4:7+ (Ch-1) x 7+ 18 Ch 63 channel, 1111 = 0 V, 0000 = -52.5 mV. 
4:7+ (Ch-1) x 7+ 36 Ch 64-124 
8 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 62 2 O Enables cathode timing channel output monitor (in place of 
8 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 63 cathode energy channel output monitor) if the channel is 

addressed using bits CO:C6. (active high). In this version 
only the positive bipolar is made available. 

9:12 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 62 8 0:0 Cathode Timing Channel Second Multi-Threshold trim 
9:12 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 63 DAC, 3.5 mV step, 4-bit per channel, 1111 = OV, 0000 = -52.5 mV 
13:16+ (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 62 8 0:0 Cathode Timing Channel Third Multi-Threshold trim DAC, 
13:16 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 63 3.5 mV step, 4-bit per channel, 1111 = 0 V, 0000 = -52.5 mV 
17:20 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 62 8 0:0 Cathode Timing Channel First Multi-Threshold Bipolar 
17:20 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 63 trim DAC, 3.5 mV step, 4-bit per channel, 1111 = 0 V, 0000 = -52.5 mV 
21:22 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 62 4 0:0 Cathode Timing Mode: 00 = Unipolar Mode, 10 = Multi 
21:22 + (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 63 Threshold + Unipolar Mode, 01 = Bipolar + Unipolar Mode, 

1 = UnipolarMode 
23:26+ (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 62 8 0:0 Cathode Timing Channel Unipolar Threshold trim DAC, 
23:26+ (Ch-1) x 7 Ch 63 3.5 mV step, 4-bit per channel, 1111 = 0 V, 0000 = -52.5 mV 

907 1 O — 
908 1 O Enable Single Event Mode (active high). 
909 1 O Enable Monitor Outputs (active high). 
910 1 O Routes the monitor to the pin TDO (active high). 
911 1 O Enables Timing Channels Comparator multiple firing 

Suppressor (active high). Suppression time adjusted with 
SSO:SS1. 

912 1 O Enables Energy Channels Comparator multiple firing 
Suppressor (active high). Suppression time adjusted with 
SSO:SS1. 

913 1 O Disable Multiple Reset Acquisition Mode (active high). 
914 1 O Disable Validation (active high). 

915:916 2 0:0 Binary coded selection of Anode Channels Peaking time. 
00 = 0.25Is, 10 = 0.5 is, 01 = 1 is, 11 = 2 is 

917:918 2 0:0 Binary coded selection of Anode Channels PD Timeout. 
OO = 1 is, 10 = 2 is, 01 = 4 us, 11 = 8 is 

919:920 2 0:0 Binary coded selection of Anode Channels TD ramp length 
RD. 00 = 1 is, 10 = 2 is, 01 = 3 is, 11 = 4 us. Nominal baseline 
230 mV. Nominal slope 2 VIIs, 1 VIIs, 666 mV/LIS, 
500 mV/Is. 

921 1 O Buffer Enable for Channel 62 Preampliefier Monitor Output 
(active high). 

922 1 O Buffer Enable for Channel 63 Preampliefier Monitor Output 
(active high). 

923:924 2 0:0 Binary coded selection of Chatode Channels Energy Shaper 
Peaking time. 00 = 0.25 is, 10 = 0.5Is, 01 = 1 is, 11 = 2 is 

925:926 2 0:0 Binary coded selection of Cathode Channels PD Timeout. 
OO = 1 is, 10 = 2 is, 01 = 4 us, 11 = 8 is 

927:928 2 0:0 Binary coded selection of Cathode Channels TD ramp length 
RD. 00 = 1 is, 10 = 2 is, 01 = 3 is, 11 = 4 us. Nominal baseline 
230 mV. Nominal slope 2 VIIs, 1 VIIs, 666 mV/LIS, 
500 mV/Is. 

929:930 2 0:0 Binary coded selection of Chatode Timing Channels Shaper 
Peaking time. 00 = 0.1 is, 10 = 0.2 LS, O1 = 0.4 Is, 11 = 0.8 IS 

931 1 O internal leakage current generator (about 50 pA). O = enabled. 
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Configuration Registers 

Auxiliary Monitor Output Address. To address a channel 
shaper output, bit SOM must be set high. 000001 is Ch1, 
11100 is Ch.124. 1111110 addresses the temperature 

monitor. 1111111 addresses the global DACs monitor (to be 
used togheter with DD0:DD2). Can be buffered if SBA is set 

Buffer Enable for the Peak and Time Detectors outputs. 

Buffer Enable for the Auxiliary Monitor Output. O = disabled. 
Address of DAC monitor. Bit SOM must be set low. 
000 = Anode Energy Threshold DAC, OO1 = Cathode Energy 
Threshold DAC, 010 = Cathode Timing Unipolar Threshold 
DAC, 011 = Cathode Timing First Multi-Threshold DAC, 
OO = Cathode Timing Second Multi-Threshold DAC, 101 = 

hode Timing Third Multi-Threshold DAC, 110 = Anode 
signal after 2:7 divider (actual test pulse level), 

11 = Cathode test signal after 2:7 divider (actual test pulse 

hode Channel Input for Test Mode: O = Step, 1 = Ramp 
4-bit DAC for Cathode Timing Channels Secondary Multi 
Thresholds Displacement, -100 mV full scale, ~6.25 mV step, 

Adjusts multiple firing Suppression time. 00 = 150 ns, 

or Cathode test pulse, 1.85 V full scale, 
~1.85 mV step, O mV baseline, followed by 2:7 voltage 
divider. 0:0 = baseline. Adjusts the step height if TL = 0, the 

or Anode test pulse, 1.85 V full scale, ~1.85 mV 
step, O mV baseline, followed by 2:7 voltage divider. 

or Cathode Timing Channels Primary Multi 
Threshold and Bipolar Threshold, 1.85 V full scale, ~1.85 mV 

or Cathode Timing Channels Unipolar 
Threshold, 1.85 V full scale, ~1.85 mV step, O mV baseline. 

or Cathode Channels Energy Threshold, 
.854 V full scale, ~1.85 mV step, O mV baseline. 

or Anode Channels Energy Threshold, 1.85 V 
ull scale, ~1.85 mV step, O mV baseline. 0:0 = baseline. 

Register Default 
BitPosition Bits Value Description 

932:938 7 O:O 

high. 
939 1 O 

O = disabled. 
940 1 O 

941:943 3 O:O 

Ca 
(S 

evel). 
944 1 Ca 

945:948 

0:0 = fullscale 
949:950 2 O:O 

O = 300 ns, 01 = 600 ns, 11 = 1.2 is. 
951:960 O O:O 0-bit DAC 

ramp slope if TL = 1 
961:970 O O:O 0-bit DAC 

0:0 = baseline. Adjusts the step height. 
971:98O O O:O 0-bit DAC 

step, O mV baseline. 0:0 = baseline. 
981:990 O O:O 0-bit DAC 

0:0 = baseline 
991:1OOO O O:O 0-bit DAC 

0:0 = baseline 
1001:1010 O O:O 0-bit DAC 

1010 Total 
bits 

The configuration of some components in the readout unit 
160 can require analog signals. The DACs 250 can receive 
information, such as configuration changes from the configu 
ration register 240, in the form of digital signals and can 
convert the digital signals to analog signals. The analog sig 
nals can be output from the DACs 250 to those components 
associated with the analog configuration information. For 
example, portions of the anode and cathode channels 210 and 
220 can be configurable using analog signals. 
The multiplexers 260 can be used for reading out the out 

puts of the anode and cathode channels 210 and 220. The 
multiplexers 260 can have an input corresponding to each of 
the anode channels and cathode channels. For example, in a 
preferred embodiment, the multiplexers 260 can have one 
hundred twenty-four (124) inputs corresponding to one hun 
dred twenty-two (122) anode channels and two (2) cathode 
channels. The multiplexers 260 can have one or more outputs 
to output the processed anode and cathode signals of the 
anode and cathode channels from the readout unit 160. One or 
more control signals can be received by the multiplexers 260 
to control which of the anode and/or cathode signals are 
output from the multiplexer. For example, the multiplexers 
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260 can have one (1) output and one hundred twenty four 
(124) inputs so that the multiplexer 260 is a 124:1 multiplexer 
and the control signal can determine which of the inputs is 
passed to the output. 
The control logic 270 can control the operation of the 

readout unit 160. The control logic 270 can receive signals 
from a source that is external to the readout unit 160 so that the 
readout unit 160 can interface with other devices and can 
output signals to components of the readout unit 160. For 
example, the control logic 270 can receive a read/write signal, 
an enable signal, and one or more clock signals. In response to 
these signals, the control unit 270 can generate outputs for 
controlling the operation of the anode channels 210, cathode 
channels 220, test signal generators 230, configuration regis 
ter240, DACs 250, multiplexer 260, temperature sensor 280, 
monitor 290, and bias circuitry 295. For example, the control 
logic can output one or more clock signals to the configura 
tion register 240, DACs 250, and the multiplexer 260, can 
output one or more control signals to start and/or stop the 
operation of the readout unit or the components of the readout 
units 140, and can output one or more power down or power 
up signals for turning the readout unit 160 or components 
thereof off and on, respectively. 
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The temperature sensor 280 can provide information con 
cerning the temperature of the readout unit 160. The tempera 
ture sensor can generate an output associated with the tem 
perature of the readout unit 160 to ensure that the readout unit 
160 is operating within a specified temperature range. The 
temperature sensor can be characterized by a nominal 
response of 1.52 V+5.67 mV/C. and an output of the tem 
perature sensor can be passed to an input of the monitor 290. 
The monitor 290 can act as a bypass or auxiliary output of 

the readout unit 160 so that, for example, some or all of the 
processing performed by the anode and cathode channels 210 
and 220 can be output from the readout unit 160 prior to 
complete processing of the anode and cathode signals 
through the anode and cathode channels 210 and 220. 

The bias circuitry 295 can beformed to supply power to the 
components of the readout unit 160 at a desired bias level. For 
example, the bias circuitry can have Voltage and current 
Sources that provide Voltage or current to the anode channels 
210, cathode channels 220, test signal generators 230, con 
figuration register 240, DACs 250, multiplexer 260, control 
logic 270, temperature sensor 280, and monitor 290. 
The readout unit 160 can operate in two sequential phases, 

acquisition and readout, controlled by an external Low Volt 
age Differential Signal (LVDS) enable EN signal received by 
the control logic 270. The acquisition phase can read out and 
process the anode and cathode signals, and the readout phase 
can output the information obtained from the processing per 
formed on the anode and cathode signals so that the informa 
tion is available to electronic devices external to the readout 
unit 160. When the enable signal EN is high and the readout 
unit 160 operates in the acquisition phase, the anode and 
cathode channels become sensitive to anode and cathode 
signals corresponding to an ionizing event. When an ionizing 
event occurs and a first peak is found, the readout unit 160 
releases a LVDS flag FL signal, which can initiate timing 
acquisition, and the acquisition can be stopped by lowering 
the enable EN signal. The lowering of the enable EN can be 
used as a stop trigger for acquisition by the readout unit and 
can be used to place the readout unit into the readout mode. In 
readout mode, the outputs of the anode and cathode channels 
(energy and timing) are made sequentially available, based on 
a LVDS clock CK signal, at two dedicated outputs of the 
readout unit 160. 
The readout unit 160 can identify ionizing events based on 

anodesignals such that when the enable EN high, the readout 
unit is in the acquisition mode and when the anode signal 
exceeds a specified threshold, the peak amplitude and timing 
measurements are enabled in each of the anode channels. The 
flag FL can be released after a specified delay, such as 200 ns. 
when the first peak of an anode signal is found. The anode 
channels process the amplitude and timing of the highest peak 
until the acquisition stops in response to the enable EN going 
low. In one embodiment, the timing can be measured from the 
first peak, which can be valuable for extracting timing infor 
mation from inductions occurring in those pixels neighboring 
the ones above threshold. Anode channels that do not exceed 
the threshold can be forced to store that amplitude at the time 
of the first above-threshold peak. This information can be 
useful to force the sampling of negative amplitudes that may 
result from induction in the pixels next to the ones above 
threshold. 
A cathode signal exceeding the threshold is processed for 

peak amplitude and timing, but Such a processing preferably 
does not trigger the flag FL signal. The cathode channel 
continues processing the amplitude and timing of the highest 
peak until the acquisition stops in response to the enable 
signal EN going low. 
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12 
Some, all, or none of the input and output signals of the 

readout unit 160 can be low-voltage differential signals 
(LVDS). For example, the readout unit can receive an LVDS 
clock signal, enable EN signal, and data signal, while the 
anode and cathode signals can be received as analog signals 
and the processed anode and cathode signals can be output as 
analog signals. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of an anode 
channel 300, where the anode channel 300 can be imple 
mented for each of the anode channels 210 such that each of 
the anode channels 210 can be implemented in an identical 
manner. The anode channel 300 can include a charge ampli 
fier 310, pole-zero cancellation element 320 (hereinafter “PZ 
element 320”), a signal shaper 330, a baseline holder (BLH) 
340, a discriminator 350, a peak detector 360, a trim element 
370, and a Time-Amplitude Converter (TAC) 380. 
The charge amplifier 310 can receive an anode signal from 

one or more of the anode pixels 130 and can amplify the anode 
signal for Subsequent processing. The charge amplifier 310 
can be implemented as a low-noise charge amplifier opti 
mized for about 3.3 pF input capacitance with a test capacitor 
and continuous reset adaptive to leakage currents up to about 
50 na. The output of the charge amplifier 310 can be opera 
tively connected to a reset element 312 and a feedback capaci 
tor 314, the output of each being operatively connected back 
to the input of the charge amplifier 310. The reset element 312 
can absorb leakage current associated with the charge ampli 
fier 310 and can be used to maintain a continuously closed dc 
path at a high impedance. The input of the charge amplifier 
310 can also be connected to an output of one of the test signal 
generators 230 when testing of the anode channel 300 is 
desired. The output of the charge amplifier is also operatively 
connected to an input of the PZ element 320. 
The PZ element 320 can be used to ensure high linearity 

and low noise before shaping is performed on the anode 
signal. The circuitry of the PZelement 320 can be configured 
to match the feedback of the first amplifier. The PZ element 
320 is followed by the signal shaper 330 and the BLH 340. 
The signal shaper 330 can receive the output of the PZ 

element 320 and can process the anode signal. The signal 
shaper 330 can be a 5" order unipolar shaping amplifier with 
complex conjugate poles and an adjustable peaking time 
(e.g., 0.25us, 0.5us, 1 us, and2 LLS). The signal shaper 330 can 
generate a pulse in response to a change in the slope of the 
anode signal with an amplitude that is Substantially propor 
tional to the slope of the anode signal. The signal shaper 330 
can output a shaped anode signal with the pulse. 
The output of the signal shaper 330 can be operatively 

connected to an input of the BLH 340, which can also receive 
a reference signal REF. The BLH 340 can operate to output a 
stabilizing reference signal to the input of the signal shaper 
330 to ensure that the dc value of the anode signal entering the 
signal shaper 330 is at a constant value, which is determined 
in part by the reference signal REF. 
The output of the signal shaper 330 is also operatively 

connected to the input of the discriminator 350, which is 
preferably configured to have low hysteresis, and to the peak 
detector 360. The discriminator 350 also receives a threshold 
signal via a 4-bit trimmer 370 and operates to compare the 
shaped anode signal to the threshold signal. The discriminator 
350 can have a multiple-firing suppression option enabled 
and controlled in length based on a configuration using the 
configuration register 240 (FIG. 2). The discriminator 350 
prevents the shaped anode signal from passing to an output of 
the discriminator 350 when the amplitude of the shaped 
anode signal does not satisfy a threshold condition (i.e. when 
the anode signal is not greater than or is not less than the 
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threshold value). When the shaped anode signal satisfies the 
threshold condition, the discriminator 350 passes the shaped 
anode signal to its output, which is operatively connected to 
an input of the peak detector 360. As such, the discriminator 
350 selectively passes the shaped anode signal to the peak 
detector 360 so that the peak detector 360 receives only a 
portion of the shaped anode signal from the discriminator 
350, which is referred to herein as a discriminated anode 
signal. 
The peak detector 360 receives the shaped anode signal 

from the signal shaper 330 and the discriminated anodesignal 
from the discriminator 350, and determines the peak ampli 
tude of the anode signal based on the amplitude of the shaped 
anode signal. The peak detector 360 can be configured to 
detect a peak only when the discriminator 350 passes an 
output to the peak detector 360. This can prevent the peak 
detector 360 from falsely identifying noise in the circuit as a 
peak. A processed anode signal corresponding to the peak 
amplitude of the anode signal can be output from the peak 
detector 360 to an input of at least one of the multiplexers 260 
(FIG. 2). The at least one of the multiplexers 260 can operate 
to output the peak amplitude of the anode signal from the 
readout unit 160 when the corresponding anode channel is 
selected by the control signal received by the at least one of 
the multiplexers 260. The amplitude of the pulse can be 
measured and stored in memory 362, preferably analog 
memory, using a multi-phase peak-detection configuration 
implemented in the peak detector 360. 
The TAC 380 can convert the timing of the anode event into 

a voltage. The TAC 380 receives processed anode signal, or a 
signal corresponding to the processed anode signal. Such as a 
start signal, from the peak detector 360, which can operate as 
a trigger signal. In response to the trigger signal, the TAC 380 
can initiate a ramp signal so that the ramp signal starts to 
increase or decrease when the trigger signal is released by the 
peak detector at the time of the peak of the processed anode 
signal. An external trigger signal, such as a stop signal, which 
corresponds to the enable EN signal, can be used to stop the 
ramp from increasing or decreasing and can correspond to an 
end of the ionizing event. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a cathode 
channel 400, where the cathode channel 400 can be imple 
mented for each of the cathode channels 220 such that each of 
the cathode channels 220 can be implemented in an identical 
manner. The cathode channel 220 can include an energy 
detection path 410 and a timing path 450. 
The energy detection path 410 and the timing detection 

path 450 can share a charge amplifier 412, which can receive 
a cathodesignal from the cathode orananode grid signal from 
the anode grid. While the present embodiment of the cathode 
channel 220 is discussed with respect to the cathode signal, 
those skilled in the art will recognize that anode grid signal 
can be processed in an identical manner. The charge amplifier 
412 can amplify the signal for Subsequent processing. The 
charge amplifier 412 can be implemented as a low-noise 
charge amplifier optimized for about 6.3 pF input capacitance 
with a test capacitor and continuous reset adaptive to leakage 
currents up to about 50 na. The output of the charge amplifier 
412 can be operatively connected to a reset element 414 and 
a feedback capacitor 416, the output of each being operatively 
connected back to the input of the charge amplifier 412. The 
reset element 414 can absorb leakage current associated with 
the charge amplifier 412 and can be used to maintain a con 
tinuously closed dc path at a high impedance. The input of the 
charge amplifier 412 can also be connected to an output of one 
of the test signal generators 230 when testing of the cathode 
channel 412 is desired. The output of the charge amplifier 412 
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14 
is also operatively connected in parallel to two pole-Zero 
cancellation elements 418a-b (hereinafter “PZ elements 
4.18a-b'), one for energy detection path 410 and one for the 
timing detection path 450. 
The energy detection path 410 can have a configuration 

similar to the anode channel 210 including the PZ element 
4.18a, a signal shaper 420, a discriminator 422 having an 
associated threshold value, and the multi-phase peak detector 
424, in addition to the charge amplifier 412. The PZ element 
4.18a can be used to ensure highlinearity and low noise before 
shaping is performed on the cathode signal. The circuitry of 
the PZ element 320 can be configured to match the feedback 
of the first amplifier. The PZ element 418a is followed by the 
signal shaper 420 and the BLH 421, which maintains a sub 
stantially stable dc reference value at the input of the signal 
shaper 420. 
An output of the PZelement 418a is operatively connected 

to an input of the signal shaper 420. The signal shaper 420 can 
receive the output of the PZ element 418a and can process the 
cathode signal. The signal shaper 420 can be a 5" order 
unipolarshaping amplifier with complex conjugate poles and 
an adjustable peaking time (e.g., 0.25 LS, 0.5 us, 1 us, and 2 
us). The signal shaper 420 can generate a pulse in response to 
a change in the slope of the cathode signal with an amplitude 
that is substantially proportional to the slope of the cathode 
signal. The signal shaper 420 can output a shaped cathode 
signal represented by a pulse. 
The output of the signal shaper 420 is operatively con 

nected to the input of the discriminator 422, which can be 
low-hysteresis, and to the peak detector 424. The discrimina 
tor 422 receives the threshold signal via a 4-bit trimmer 426 
and operates to compare the shaped cathode signal to the 
threshold signal. The discriminator 422 can have a multiple 
firing Suppression option enabled and controlled in length 
based on a configuration using the configuration register. The 
discriminator 422 prevents the shaped cathode signal from 
passing to the output of the discriminator 422 when the ampli 
tude of the shaped cathode signal is less than the value of the 
threshold signal. When the shaped cathodesignal exceeds the 
value of the threshold signal, the discriminator 422 passes the 
shaped cathode signal to its output, which is operatively con 
nected to an input of the peak detector 424. As such, the 
discriminator 422 selectively passes the shaped cathode sig 
nal to the peak detector 424 so that the peak detector 424 
receives only a portion of the shaped cathode signal from the 
discriminator 424, which is referred to herein as a discrimi 
nated cathode signal. 
The peak detector 424 receives the shaped cathode signal 

from the signal shaper 420 and the discriminated signal from 
the discriminator 422, and determines the peak amplitude of 
the cathode signal based on the amplitude of the shaped 
cathode signal. The peak detector 424 can be configured to 
detect a peak only when the discriminator 422 passes an 
output to the peak detector 424. This can prevent the peak 
detector 424 from falsely identifying noise in the circuit as a 
peak. A processed cathode signal corresponding to the peak 
amplitude of the anode signal can be output from the peak 
detector 424 to an input of one or more of the multiplexers 
260. The multiplexers 260 can operate to output the peak 
amplitude of the cathode signal from the readout unit 160 
when the corresponding cathode channel 220 is selected by 
the control signal received by the multiplexers 260. The 
amplitude of the pulse can be measured and stored in 
memory, preferably analog memory 425, using a multi-phase 
peak-detection configuration implemented in the peak detec 
tor 424. 
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The timing path 450 can be used for determining a depth of 
interaction of an ionizing event. The timing path 450 can 
share the charge amplifier 412 with the amplitude detection 
path 410 and can include the PZ element 418b, which is 
implemented in an identical manner to the PZ element 418b, 
a multi-stage signal shaper 452, and multiple timing detectors 
460, 470, and 480. 
The multi-stage timing shaper 452 can be configured to 

receive the cathode signal from the output of the charge 
amplifier 412, via the PZ element 418b, and to output one or 
more shaped cathode signals. For example, the timing shaper 
452 can output a single-pole shaped cathode signal from a 
single-pole shaping section 454 that provides a replica of the 
output of the charge amplifier 412, a unipolarshaped cathode 
signal from a unipolar shaping section 456 having 3" order 
unipolar-shaping with complex conjugate poles and an 
adjustable peaking time (100 ns, 200 ns, 400 ns, and 800-ns), 
a bipolar shaped cathode signal from a bipolar shaping sec 
tion 458 that provides a differentiation on the unipolar shap 
ing, meaning bipolarshaping having both positive and nega 
tive pulses (peaking time about 50 ns, 100ns, 200 ns, and 400 
ins), and an inverted version of the bipolar shaped cathode 
signal from the bipolar shaping section 458. These outputs 
can measure the timing of the cathode signal via three differ 
ent timing techniques. The single pole shaped cathode signal 
can be input to the timing detector 460. The unipolar shaped 
cathode signal can be input to the timing detector 470. The 
bipolarshaped cathodesignal and the inverted bipolarshaped 
cathode signal can be input to the timing detector 480. 
The timing detector 460 receives single pole shaped cath 

ode signal from the multi-stage timing shaper 452 so that 
processing is performed directly on the output voltage of the 
charge amplifier 412 (without shaping). The cathode signal at 
the output of the charge amplifier 412 is, to a first order, a 
ramp whose slope is proportional to the energy of the ionizing 
event, and whose duration is proportional to the depth of 
interaction of the ionizing event. The timing detector 460 can 
use discriminators 462a-c, and a multi-sample TAC 464 
(hereinafter “TAC 464) with ramp durations that can be 
adjustable to 1 us, 2 us, 3 LS, and 4Ls. The single pole shaped 
signal is input to the discriminators 462a-c and compared to 
the threshold values associated with the discriminators 462a 
c. The threshold values can be set at different levels. 
When the single pole shaped cathode signal exceeds a first 

threshold value associated with the discriminator 462a, the 
discriminator outputs a first start signal to the TAC 464, which 
initiates a ramp signal. When the single pole shaped cathode 
signal exceeds the threshold values associated with the dis 
criminators 462b and 462c, the discriminators 462a and 462b 
output trigger signals to the TAC 464. The TAC 464 can 
sample a value of the ramp for the three trigger signals and 
using the timing of the crossing of three different thresholds, 
the slope of the cathode signal (i.e., the energy) can be recon 
structed, as can the timing at the departing point of the ramp 
(i.e., the time of interaction). The timing detector 460 can 
require energy information from the anode pixels for those 
cathode signals that cross only the first threshold associated 
with the discriminator 462a. The TAC 464 can convert the 
timing of the ionizing event into a Voltage that can be output 
to one or more of the multiplexers 260 for readout from the 
readout unit 160. 

FIG. 5 is a graph of the signals associated with the timing 
detector 460 (FIG. 4). Graph 500 corresponds to the output of 
the charge amplifier 412, which represents the amplified cath 
ode signal V. The graph. 500 includes a y-axis associated 
with the amplitude of the amplified cathode signal V, and anip 

the x-axis corresponds to time. The slope of the amplified 
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cathodesignal V changes in response to an ionizing event, 
which occurs at time to so that the amplified cathode signal 
V has a decreasing amplitude in the form of a ramp. When 
the ionizing event ends (i.e. once one of the anode pixels has 
collected electrons), which is represented as time t, the slope 
of the amplified cathode signal V changes. 
Graph 550 represents the voltage V output going through 

the timing detector 460. The voltage V is substantially equal 
to the amplified cathode signal V. As the voltage V. 
decreases, the Voltage V is compared to the threshold values 
V, V, and Vs associated with the discriminators 
462a-c. The TAC notes the amplitude of V and the time 
which V. crosses the thresholds V-V. Using this infor 
mation, a slope of the Voltage V, and ultimately, of the 
amplified cathode signal V can be determined. The slope 
can be used to determine a peak amplitude of the cathode 
signal and a depth of interaction of the ionizing event. 

Referring back to FIG.4, the timing detector 470 receives 
the unipolarshaped cathode signal from the multi-stage tim 
ing shaper 452. The timing detector 470 includes a discrimi 
nator 472 having an associated threshold value and a TAC 
474. The timing detector 470 measures the timing at the 
threshold crossing of a unipolarshaped cathode signal. Since 
the time of the threshold crossing depends on the amplitude of 
the pulse and induction time, measurements using the timing 
detector 470 can exhibit considerable dependence on the 
energy and depth of interaction, requiring additional calibra 
tion based on energy information from the anode pixels. 

FIG. 6 is a graph of the signals associated with the timing 
circuit 470. The graph. 500 again corresponds to the output of 
the charge amplifier 412, which represents the amplified cath 
ode signal V. Graph 600 represents an output voltage V, of 
the unipolar shaping section 456 of the multi-stage timing 
shaper 452 (FIG. 4). The output voltage V is a pulse that 
begins to increase at the time to when the ionizing event 
occurs and peaks some time later before decreasing. The 
Voltage V is compared to the threshold values V associ 
ated with the discriminators 472. The TAC notes the ampli 
tude of V, and the time that which V, crosses the thresholds 
Va. Using this information, and information obtained from 
the anode signals, such as a time at which the anode signal 
occurs, a peak amplitude of the cathode signal and a depth of 
interaction of the ionizing event can be determined. 

Referring again to FIG. 4, the timing detector 480 receives 
a bipolar shaped cathode signal and an inverted bipolar 
shaped cathode signal from the multi-stage timing shaper 
452. The timing detector 480 includes a discriminator 482 
having an associated threshold value, a peak detectors 484a 
b, and a multi-sample TAC 486 (hereinafter “TAC 486). The 
bipolar shaped signal can be received by an input of the 
discriminator 482 and an input of the peak detector 484a. The 
inverted bipolar shaped signal can be input into the peak 
detector 484b. The discriminator 482 can pass a portion of the 
bipolar shaped signal that exceeds the threshold value asso 
ciated with the discriminator 482. The peak detector 484a can 
use the bipolar shaped cathode signal and the discriminated 
cathode signal to determine a peak amplitude of the cathode 
signal and can output a first trigger T, signal corresponding 
to the temporal occurrence of this peak. In a preferred 
embodiment, the peak detector 484a can be configured to 
detect positive peaks, although those skilled in the art will 
recognize that the peak detector can be configured to detect 
positive and/or negative peaks. 
The inverted bipolar shaped signal inverts the polarity of 

pulses produced by the multi-stage timing shaper 452 so that 
pulses that were negative in the bipolar shaped signal are 
positive in the inverted bipolar shaped signal. This allows a 
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peak of a pulse that was originally negative in the bipolar 
shaped signal to be detected by the peak detector 484b, which 
preferably detects positive pulses. Upon detection of this 
peak the peak detector 484b can output a second trigger signal 
T2. 
'The first and second trigger signals T1, and T2 can be 

input to the TAC 486. The first trigger signal T, can initiate 
a ramp signal in the TAC 468 and the second trigger signal T2 
can stop the ramp signal in the TAC 486. Based on the dura 
tion between the first and second trigger signalsT, and T2. 
the TAC 486 can output a signal representing a drift time of 
the electrons to the anode from the point of interaction of an 
ionizing event, which can be used to determine a depth of 
interaction of the ionizing event. 
The timing detector 480 measures the amplitude and peak 

ing time of the cathode signal filtered by the bipolar shaping 
section 458 of the multi-stage timing shaper 452. Bipolar 
shaped signals exhibit a unipolarresponse each time the slope 
of the charge amplified output Voltage signal (i.e., the ramp) 
corresponding to the cathode signal changes. The amplitude 
of the resulting unipolar pulse is proportional to the change in 
slope, and the timing is related only to the time at which the 
slope changes. If the peaking time is Small compared to the 
induction time, the shaped signal responds with a positive 
unipolar pulse when the ramp departs from a baseline (i.e., a 
first change in the slope), and with a negative unipolar pulse 
at the end of the ramp (i.e., a second change in the slope). The 
amplitude of the positive pulse is proportional to the slope, 
and it provides a first-order measurement of the energy of the 
ionizing event. The peaking time is associated with the time at 
which the slope changes, which provides, to a first order, a 
timing measurement independent of the energy and depth of 
interaction. For events with single point of interaction, the 
delay from the positive to the negative peak affords a first 
order value for the electron drift time (i.e., the depth of inter 
action). The readout unit 160 can measure the amplitude and 
timing of both positive and negative pulses. 

FIG. 7 is a graph showing the signals for the timing detector 
480. The graph 500 again corresponds to the output of the 
charge amplifier 412, which represents the amplified cathode 
signal V. Graph 700 represents the bipolarshaped cathode 
signal V, output from the bipolar shaping section 458 of the 
multi-stage timing shaper 452 and graph 750 represents the 
inverted bipolar shaped cathode signal V, output from the 
bipolarshaping section 458 of the multi-stage timing shaper 
452, which is simply an inverted version of the bipolarshaped 
cathodesignal V. The signals V, and V, can have two pulses, 
a positive pulse and a negative pulse. The amplitude V of the 
pulses relative to the initial value of the signals V, and V, can 
represent a peak amplitude of the signals V, and V, which is 
proportional to the energy of the ionizing event. The positive 
pulse of graph 700 can begin at the time t0 when the ionizing 
event occurs and peak a time t. The positive pulse of the 
graph 750 can begin at a time t, which corresponds to an end 
of the ionizing event, when the slope of the amplified cathode 
signal V changes. The positive pulse of graph 750 can peak 
at a time t2. 
The preferred embodiments of the present invention can be 

based on the measurement of the peak amplitude and peaking 
time of the cathode signal filtered by the bipolar shaper sec 
tion and the timing detector 480. The bipolar shaped cathode 
signal exhibits a unipolar response each time the charge 
amplifier signal V (i.e. the ramp) changes slope. The ampli 
tude V of the resulting unipolar pulses is proportional to the 
slope. The timing t is related to the time of change in the 
slope of the amplified cathode. If the shaping time is Small 
compared to the electrons drift time, the shaped signal 
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responds with a positive unipolar pulse at the ramp departure 
from the baseline (i.e. when an ionizing event occurs) and 
with a negative unipolar pulse at the end of the ramp (i.e. 
when the ionizing event is complete). The peaking time t of 
the positive pulse provides a measurement of the time of 
interaction independent of the amplitude. The pulse ampli 
tude V, proportional to the ramp slope, provides a measure 
ment of the ionized charge. The delay from the positive to the 
negative peak (t-t') provides a measurement of the elec 
trons drift time (i.e. the depth of interaction). As such, the 
preferred embodiments of the present invention facilitate 
measurement of a depth of interaction of an ionizing event 
without requiring the acquisition of multiple samples, 
thereby minimizing the Switching and/or digital activity and a 
low signal-to-noise ratio due to the signal filtering. 
By directly measuring the drift time and energy without 

requiring the information from the anodes, the first and the 
last methods of cathode timing are expected to offer better 
overall performance. All three were designed to provide a 
timing resolution better than 20 ns for charges above 1 foc. 

Referring again to FIG. 4, the peak detectors 484a–b and 
the TACs 464, 474, and 486 can include memory 490 for 
storing information associated with the timing and ampli 
tudes of the signal they receive. The TACs 464, 474, and 486 
can also receive a stop signal, which corresponds to the enable 
EN signal, to stop processing performed in the TACs 464, 
474, and 486, and which may act as a trigger signal in some 
embodiments. 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of a 
peak detector 800 that can be implemented for the peak detec 
tors described with reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. The peak 
detector 800 can include a gain stage 802, a discriminator 
804, a hold transistor M, a hold capacitor C, and a hold 
Switch St. The gain stage 802 can receive an input V, corre 
sponding to an input of the peak detector 800. An output V of 
the gain stage 802 is coupled to an input of the discriminator 
804 and the gate of the transistor M. The drain of the tran 
sistor is connected to a power supply VDD and the source of 
the transistor is coupled in feedback to the gain stage 802, the 
hold capacitor C, and the hold switch S. The discriminator 
804 outputs a peak found signal, which can be output from the 
peak detector 800. The preferred embodiments of the present 
invention advantageously implement a peaking-time method 
that is to a first order, independent of the amplitude of a signal, 
where the timing of the peak-found signal of the peak detector 
800 is substantially equal to one of the Zero-crossings on a 
bipolar pulse. 
The current flowing through the hold capacitor C, during 

peak detection equals the derivative of the input pulse accord 
ing to it, CldV/dt, where it, represents the current flowing 
into the hold capacitor C. When the signal V, approaches its 
peak amplitude, the current it approaches Zero, and the Volt 
age V equals Voo-Viru, where Viru, is the threshold Volt 
age of the transistor M. Immediately after the peak, the 
signal V, starts falling and, due to a high gain G of the gain 
stage 802, the output voltage V of the gain stage 802 sharply 
increases towards V, crossing the comparator threshold 
value V, which is preferably set at a Voltage V 
VTrusV trVpp. 
A timing resolution O, achievable with this using the above 

described embodiment can be approximated with 

(1) Cih in ENC, (b) St. ENC, (tip) pp. 
, () o ,(r) Opp 
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where O., is the noise on the current signal it, and it are the 
derivatives calculated at a time t, of the threshold crossing 
of the comparator, where it.(t)—it is the current. The 
Value of it is set by the threshold V, and, for t, 
approaching the time to at which V, peaks, it follows that 
i.'(t)si'(to). In equation (1), the noise O., can be assumed 
to be dominated by noise on the shaped pulse V, and it is 
calculated in equation (1) as ENC, multiplied by the gain 
from charge Q to the current i, in C, (i.e., i/Q, where it is 
the peak value of it). Therefore, the term ENC is calculated 
assuming a bipolar shape (current i) with peaking time t. 
Normalized coefficients can be adopted, yielding the final 
expression in equation (1) that depends only on Q and the 
peaking time t, of V. For a 5" order shaper with complex 
conjugate poles, the normalized coefficients are p 3.65, 
m 0.58, and 1.58. 

The contribution of noise to the timing resolution is pro 
portional to the square of the peaking time, and can be 
approximated with pit, ?i'(to), where p, is the corre 
sponding rms current noise. A resistor can be placed in series 
with the capacitor C, to help stabilize the peak detector loop. 
and to filterpart of such high-frequency noise. Noise from the 
comparator can be evaluated as p?y, where p, is the rms 
voltage noise at its input, and p is the slope of V. The slope 
can be approximated from the Taylor series of the signal, 
V-V, immediately after the peak, yielding pre A'sqrt(2i, 
(to)V/C,) where A is the difference Voltage gain. The con 
tribution of noise from the comparator is proportional to the 
square of the peaking time. When the timing signal (e.g., 
peak-found signal) is converted into a Voltage using a TAC, 
such as TACs 380, 464, 474, and 486, the series noise from the 
TAC and its readout can be approximated with sqrt(S, 
Trac)/(pro-Czac), where S.r.lc is the spectral noise power 
density of the current flowing into a capacitor C to gener 
ate the ramp in the TAC. T., is the ramps duration, and 
up is its slope. The contribution from stages occurring after 
the TAC can be approximated with p?u, where p is 
their rms input Voltage noise. 

FIG. 9 is a schematic of a voltage amplifier 900 that can be 
implemented in accordance with a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. The voltage amplifier 900 can be imple 
mented in the charge amplifiers and signal shapers described 
with reference to FIG.3 and FIG.4. The voltage amplifier 900 
can be composed of transistor, preferably metal oxide semi 
conductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs), resistor, and 
capacitor elements. The elements of the voltage amplifier 900 
can be implemented using any Suitable technology. In one 
embodiment, the voltage amplifier 900 is implemented in a 
Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) 0.25 
micron fabrication technology, such as those available from 
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC). In 
other embodiments, other fabrication technologies can be 
implemented, such as CMOS 0.13 micron fabrication tech 
nology. 
A transistor M1 is preferably a p-channel metal oxide 

semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) device with 
gate size L/W of about 0.36 um/300 um and a drain current 
biased at about 100 LA, corresponding to about 250 uW 
dissipated in the input branch. With a transconductanceg of 
about 1.7 mS and a gate capacitance C of about 650 ff. The 
input transistor M1 contributes to the Equivalent Noise 
Charge (ENC) with about 75 electrons rms at 3 pF input 
capacitance (assuming a high order shaper with 1 us peaking 
time). 

The input transistor M is followed by a dual-cascode stage 
having a transistor M and a transistor M, which increases 
the direct current (dc) gain of the charge amplifier 900 and 
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lowers the impedance at the drain node of the transistor M, 
and thereby improves the performance of the Voltage ampli 
fier without increasing the power dissipation. The Voltage 
drop across transistor M, has negligible impact for embodi 
ments of the voltage amplifier 900 that are based on a con 
tinuous reset. A preferred gate width of the transistor M is 
about one third of the transistor M. 

In some embodiments, the voltage amplifier 900 may pro 
vide a negative Swing at the output of the Voltage amplifier 
900. For these embodiments, the capacitor C can operatively 
connect the source of the transistor M to the drain of the 
transistor M. For negative output Swings, the Voltage at the 
drain node of the load transistor M (gain node) is slew-rate 
limited by the current in the load transistor M. When this 
occurs, the input voltage of the voltage amplifier 900 
increases Suddenly, and the drain Voltage of the current Source 
transistor Ms falls. The capacitor C uses this decrease to send 
additional current to the load transistor M (gain node), 
thereby improving the performance of the Voltage amplifier 
900 for large signals. A preferred value of the capacitor C is 
about 1 pF. 
The output stage of the voltage amplifier 900 can include a 

source follower formed by transistors M and Ms that is 
assisted by a scaled-down replica of the source follower 
formed by transistors M and Ms., and by a differential 
amplifier formed by transistors M. M., Ms. Ma, and Ms 
generating a local feedback. A dc gate Voltage of the Source 
transistor Ms is forced to the gate Voltage of Ms. During 
transients, the gate Voltage of the transistor Ms is dynami 
cally adjusted, increasing or decreasing the drain current so 
that the loaded output voltage follows its unloaded replica. A 
fast negative signal applied to the gate of the transistors M 
and M produces a differential signal at the input of the 
differential amplifier. As a consequence, the gate of transistor 
Ms, which is connected to the output out of the differential 
stage, moves in the positive direction. In this way the current 
in the transistor Ms is dynamically increased and is not 
limited by the dc bias value. This increased current allows a 
faster discharging of the output node with respect to that of a 
traditional source follower without local feedback. 
The voltage amplifier 900 also works for positive input 

signals. In this case, the transistor Ms starts to be switched 
off by the negative output out of the differential stage. In this 
way, a larger fraction of the current flowing in the transistor 
Missent to the output. The time constants of the output node 
and unloaded replica are set through their current and Scaling 
factor. In one embodiment, currents through the transistor 
Ms, transistor Ms., and the transistors of the differential 
stage are about 20 LA, 1 LA, and 4 LA, respectively. A pre 
ferred source follower scaling factor is about 20. An RC 
network formed by resistor R, and capacitor C, with 
preferred values of about 10 kS2 and about 100 f, respec 
tively, provides compensation and bypasses the active loop at 
the highest frequencies. 

For the charge amplifier 412 of the cathode channel 220, 
the input MOSFETM is preferably a p-channel device opti 
mized for 6 pF input capacitance, with gate size L/W=0.36 
um/600 um and biased at a drain current of about 200 LA, 
corresponding to 500LLW dissipated in the input branch. With 
ag, transconductance of about 3.4 mS and a gate capacitance 
C. of about 1.3 pF, it contributes to the ENC with about 100 
electrons rms at 6 pF input capacitance (assuming a high 
order shaper with 1 us peaking time). 

While preferred embodiments of the present invention 
have been described herein, it is expressly noted that the 
present invention is not limited to these embodiments, but 
rather the intention is that additions and modifications to what 
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is expressly described herein are also included within the 
scope of the invention. Moreover, it is to be understood that 
the features of the various embodiments described herein are 
not mutually exclusive and can exist in various combinations 
and permutations, even if such combinations or permutations 
are not made explicit herein, without departing from the spirit 
and scope of the invention. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A device for measuring an ionizing event in a radiation 

sensor comprising: 
a charge amplifier for receiving a cathode signal, said 

charge amplifier configured to output an amplified cath 
ode signal; and 

a timing shaper operatively connected to said charge 
amplifier to receive said amplified cathode signal, said 
timing shaper configured to generate a first pulse in 
response to a beginning of said ionizing event and a 
second pulse in response to an end of said ionizing event, 
said first and second pulses being associated with a 
depth of interaction of said ionizing event, said first and 
second pulses being generated in response to a slope of 
said amplified cathode signal changing. 

2. The device defined by claim 1 further comprising a first 
timing detector operatively connected to said timing shaper 
and configured to receive said first and second pulses, said 
timing detector determining an amount of time between said 
first and second pulses. 

3. The device defined by claim 2, wherein said first timing 
detector comprises: 

a first peak detector to determine a first peak amplitude of 
said first pulse; and 

a second peak detector to determine a second peak ampli 
tude of said second pulse. 

4. The device defined by claim 3, wherein said timing 
detector comprises a discriminator to selectively pass at least 
a portion of said first pulse to said first peak detector based on 
a comparison of said first pulse with a threshold value. 

5. The device defined by claim 4, wherein said timing 
detector comprises a time-amplitude converter (TAC) to 
determine said amount of time between said first and second 
pulses, said TAC receiving a first trigger signal from said first 
peak detector and a second trigger signal from said second 
peak detector. 

6. The device defined by claim 5, wherein said TAC deter 
mines said amount of time between said first and second 
pulses by Subtracting a first time at which said first peak 
amplitude occurs from a second time at which said second 
peak amplitude occurs. 

7. The device defined by claim 1, wherein a peak amplitude 
of at least one of said first pulse and said second pulse is 
Substantially proportional to a slope of said cathode signal. 

8. The device defined by claim 1 further comprising a 
second timing detector operatively connected to said timing 
shaper and configured to receive said cathode signal without 
modification by said timing shaper. 

9. The device defined by claim 8, wherein said second 
timing detector comprises: 

a plurality of discriminators for receiving said cathode 
signal, said plurality of discriminators being associated 
with different threshold values, said plurality of dis 
criminators determining whether to output at least a 
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portion of said cathode signal based on a comparison of 
said cathode signal and said different threshold levels: 
and 

a TAC configured to receive outputs from said discrimina 
tors, said TAC using said outputs to determine a slope of 
said cathode signal. 

10. A method of detecting a depth of interaction in a radia 
tion sensor comprising: 

generating a bipolar shaped cathode signal based on a 
cathode signal, said bipolar shaped signal having a first 
pulse corresponding to a first change in slope of said 
cathode signal and a second pulse corresponding to a 
second change in slope of said cathode signal; and 

determining an amount of time between a peak of said first 
pulse and a peak of said second pulse, said amount of 
time being related to said depth of interaction. 

11. The method defined by claim 10, further comprising 
generating an inverted bipolarshaped cathode signal to invert 
said first and second pulses, said inverted bipolar shaped 
cathode signal being used to determine said peak of said 
second pulse. 

12. The method defined by claim 10, wherein determining 
an amount of time between a peak of said first pulse and a 
peak of said second pulse comprises Subtracting a first time at 
which said first peak amplitude occurs from a second time at 
which said second peak amplitude occurs. 

13. The method defined by claim 10, further comprising: 
identifying said peak of said first pulse using a peak detec 

tor configured to detect a peak in response to said peak 
detector receiving a discriminated signal. 

14. A radiation sensor comprising: 
a detector medium; 
a cathode disposed at a first end of said detector medium; 
at least one anode disposed at an opposing end of said 

detector medium; and 
a readout unit operatively connected to said cathode and 

said at least one anode, said readout unit configured to 
receive a cathode signal from said cathode in response to 
an ionizing event and generate a bipolarshaped cathode 
signal based on said cathode signal, said bipolarshaped 
signal having a first pulse corresponding to a first change 
in slope of said cathode signal and a second pulse cor 
responding to a second change in slope of said cathode 
signal, said readout unit being configured to determine 
an amount of time between a peak of said first pulse and 
a peak of said second pulse, said amount of time repre 
senting a depth of interaction of said ionizing event. 

15. The radiation sensor defined by claim 14, wherein said 
readout unit comprises: 

a charge amplifier to receive said cathode signal, said 
charge amplifier configured to output an amplified cath 
ode signal; and 

a timing shaper operatively connected to said charge 
amplifier to receive said amplified cathode signal, said 
timing shaper configured to generate a first pulse in 
response to a beginning of said ionizing event and a 
second pulse in response to an end of said ionizing event, 
said first and second pulses being associated with a 
depth of interaction of said ionizing event, said first and 
second pulses being generated in response to a slope of 
said amplified cathode signal changing. 
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16. The radiation sensor defined by claim 15, wherein said 
readout unit includes a first timing detector operatively con 
nected to said timing shaper and configured to receive said 
first and second pulses, said timing detector determining an 
amount of time between said first and second pulses. 

17. The device defined by claim 16, wherein said first 
timing detector comprises: 

a first peak detector to determine a first peak amplitude of 
said first pulse; and 

a second peak detector to determine a second peak ampli 
tude of said second pulse. 

18. The device defined by claim 17, wherein said timing 
detector comprises a discriminator to selectively pass at least 
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a portion of said first pulse to said first peak detector based on 
a comparison of said first pulse with a threshold value. 

19. The device defined by claim 17, wherein said first 
timing detector comprises a time-amplitude converter (TAC) 
to determine said amount of time between said first and sec 
ond pulses, said TAC receiving a first trigger signal from said 
first peak detector and a second trigger signal from said sec 
ond peak detector. 

20. The device defined by claim 18, wherein said TAC 
determines said amount of time between said first and second 
pulses by Subtracting a first time at which said first peak 
amplitude occurs from a second time at which said second 
peak amplitude occurs. 

k k k k k 
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